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ARIMA Models
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Solving for the coefficients using least square (given p)

The optimal solution is  
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Side Information

• We often has some other information other than the time series itself
• E.g., temperature in load forecasting

Yes c t dye i t dpYep t aZe
eg temp

x if
additimenta

math is the same



Determining the Order
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How do we choose the order p?

Approach: which ever p gives the best performance (note this must 
be evaluated on the testing data)

Pick a p, solve                                      on training data, then compute 
on testing data                            , pick the p with the smallest testing 
error
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Steps involved in forecasting
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1. Plot the data

Not stationary, but fairly reasonable looking 



Steps involved in forecasting
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2. Apply differencing 

Stationary



Classification
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So far in the course we have focused on so-called regression problems: the 
goal is to produce a real number

Many problems requirediscrete output
Is there a fault
Is a switch

closed

Do we call demand response

Is a generatorgaming the system



Binary Classification 
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We start with binary classification problems:

For problem with more than two outcomes, we are often interested in a 
special outcome
• E.g., we care about whether a grid is stable or not, so all stable operating 

conditions can be grouped together

A lot of the material is taken from: Machine Learning Algorithms, by Giuseppe 
Bonaccorso

Classifierdata yes/no



Separable example
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Training data
blue caput label

Try cordite color

classes are just labels

ch class I or class 2
red



Hard to Separate Data 
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Most data would not be cleanly separable by a line (we will come back 
repeatedly to this point) 

e.g XOR function

10110 1D CO o false

true

lil false

0,0 1 O



Logistic Regression
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Even though most times data cannot be separated by a line, we still like linear 
models: most existing models are linear

historical name classification method

find the right loss function

Soft loss prob of being right

thats Iclass0 4hmlabeledclass I



Logistic Regression  
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First, let’s work with ”softer” labels

data fate prob ofbeing
s
being class

Output is a real number between
0 and I

classifier function

data 5 function 10 17
assume the data is a real number

function R Co I



Logistic Function 
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logistic function
sigmoidfunction

it
for vector input

x w Ig
goal is to learn W



Optimization Problem
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Binary data x y XER y 0 I

r gives the prob of yet given x

ply x Fenix
data just have y o or yet not the prob

we need some to objective function to optimize

to train W



Loss Function 
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if the label is 1
we want plylx to be large

it the label is 0
we want Plylx to be small

may ply x ily 1 wax Cl Ply x y o

log trick toy is montonic function so we can work with

log Ply x min log Plym
max loy Ply x

e max Plylx



Taking log
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Max Plylx is the same as min Loy Pyle

Plylx Fwy
we want to minimize

mi E log PlyxD tf log CI Ryle



Cross Entropy Loss 
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indicator trick

man YilogCPlyilli 112,454rates
called cross entropy loss

this loss is very common

Plyly changes pcylxs F.net
WN x fry



Implementation 
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Python will solve the problem

Once W is found
output it Fenix z of

output 0 it Fenix 20.5



Example 
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Regularization 
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similar to linear regression

min I y log PlyWilletYi
logClPlykid tywy

weight
w tendtohave
lots of o's

Wix I I

f
etenture

also also we can replace x

Xi d Xi



Metrics 
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loss function is somewhat abstract

there are more direct metrics they are almost

never optimized directly

So the standard process is to train with

cross entropy report using othermetrics



Metrics 
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away t t.ie t
treats all errors the same

predicting grid stability grid is stable speed
is wrong

agrid is
unstable s pred wring

detect nuclear missile launch



Metrics
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True positive: A positive sample correctly classified
False positive: A negative sample classified as positive
True negative: A negative sample correctly classified
False negative: A positive sample classified as negative

CO 1 7 Cnegative positive

precision t.ieiiEemositive
recall Iferisteensenga

a



ROC Curve 
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how nontrivial the
classifier is

iii i curve the better

10 I



ROC Curve Example 
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We take the area under the curve to be the metric (the best curve has an area 
of the curve of 1, random has an area of 0.5)

y

Area under the curve

0,97



Naïve Bayes  
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Prior beliefs



Bayes' Rule 
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Bayes’ Rule
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Chain Rule
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Naïve Bayes  
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Naïve Bayes  
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Example
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Red: class 0
Blue: class 1


